exercise may be the main benefit of exercise to brain health. Berchtold et al. (2005) showed also that exercise primes a molecular memory for BDNF induction after the exercise was ceased in rats. In addition, serum BDNF is known to increase under exercise conditions in humans, and the source of this BDNF is thought to be brain, under concrete conditions, BDNF can penetrate blood–brain barrier (BBB), although not all the studies says so (Maaike et al. 2011).

Although the effect of BDNF on brain health is a known fact, studies including sportsman, BDNF levels and polymorphism effecting BDNF expression are limited. Oztasyonar (2016) examined the BDNF levels of taekwondo fighters, boxers, and athletes before and after training, and compared the results to sedentary subjects. It was shown that all the trainers BDNF levels were higher than sedentary subjects, and also BDNF levels were higher after the exercise sessions. There are also some studies in humans, all implying the importance of BDNF levels and healthy mood conditions.

The effect of BDNF on sports performance is still unclear. The rise in BDNF levels after exercise may not show the athletic performance status. But new studies associating the average levels of serum BDNF and athletic performance will fulfill the importance of BDNF in athletic performance. Also the probability of administration of BDNF to athletes should be considered as a doping action although the molecular effect of BDNF on athletic performance is not clear. Besides, to date, it is thought that
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

BRAIN-DERIVED NEUROTROPHIC FACTOR AND EXERCISE, CAN IT BE A NEW BIOMARKER FOR ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE?

Beyin Türevlî Nörotrofik Faktör ve Egzersiz, Acaba Atletik Performans İçin Yeni Bir Biyomarker Olabilir Mi?

Korkut Ulucan

To editor,
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serum BDNF is originated mainly from brain, in the case of penetrating from BBB. But the effect of administrated BDNF on athletic performance will be a topic of new research in sports science.

When we consider the healthy mood status of sportsman, one can speculate on the effect of healthy mood in athletic performance. In this case, BDNF will be one of the target molecules for success in sports. Studies on this topic will be needed to outline the link between psychological factors and athletic performance.
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